
BioCycle® (HK) Ltd., a member of the EPC Group of Companies is 
the first SME in Hong Kong to launch two fully electric commercial 
vehicles in Hong Kong.

BioCycle®, a company specializing in ecological and safe Pest and Ter-
mite Management has acquired two fully electric vehicles through the 
government’s “Pilot Green Transport Fund”.

These two vehicles will mainly serve the Saikung Area for now. And Bio-
Cycle® has installed two charging stations in its HQ in Kwun Tong for 
overnight recharging of the vehicles.

Being ISO 9001 and 14001 certified this move comes as a logical ex-

tension of BioCycle®’s quest to deliver sustainable and safe services to 
Hong Kong.

In line with the government requirements, BioCycle® will closely moni-
tor the efficiency, economy and other aspects of these new vehicles with 
the aim to introduce more fully electric vehicles to its fleet  (presently 
Toyota Hi Ace Euro IV versions).

With Sai Kung being a true sanctuary in Hong Kong the electric vehicles 
will help to keep Sai Kung clean, reduce noise and exhaust pollution. 
With the already mounting traffic this will find easy acceptance with 
the local people.

BioCycle® is a company dedicated to deliver ecological and safe pest- 
und termite control. It has acquired both ISO 9001 management sys-
tems and ISO 14001 environment systems to demonstrate its commit-
ment to professionalism and sustainability.

Being a service company, BioCycle® delivers services to homes, offices, 
hospitals, kindergardens and other premises directly. To reduce envi-
ronment pollution and noise pollution, it was a logical step to acquire 
electric vehicles. However this is only the first step and is the testing 
phase for a later rollout of electric vehicles to replace its fleet of diesel 
powered commercial vehicles.

However this is only the first stage in the process and is the test phase 
for a later rollout of electric vehicles to replace its fleet of diesel pow-

ered commercial vehicles.

With this step BioCycle® demonstrates once more its long term vision 
of pioneering the field.

BioCycle® is the exclusive pest control licencee for BioKill® products. A 
range of safe and ecological biocides.

Previous milestones were i.e. the introduction of iPads to its service 
staff to reduce paper consumption and improve communication, GPS 
receivers in all vehicles to track their movements with the aim to in-
crease efficiency and shorten travelling times (and safe petrol – reduce 
pollution). For more information about BioCycle®’s uniqueness go to 
www.biocycle.hk -> our uniqueness.



It is encouraging to see that the front line staff: the pest control techni-
cians are eager to drive the new vehicles. BioCycle® will first task the 
driving to the Senior Supervisors of its work force.

Special training is being provided to make all drivers aware of the new 
characteristics of the vehicles. One of the main issues is that they are so 
very quiet. This can be a dangerous aspect in Hong Kong where people 
frequently just walk into the road. Drivers must be aware that they may 

not be heard and therefore need to drive more consciously, carefully 
and attentively at all times but especially with the presence of pedestri-
ans and bicycles.

Since electric vehicles have a limited driving range, the battery capacity 
must be monitored at all times. The vehicles are also heavier than their 
traditional counterparts and thus skillful driving is a must.

I am Utterly Proud!
Again we are pioneering our industry introducing electric vehicles the 
first time and again standing true to our company mission.

We have come a long way since our start in 1991. It took more sweat 
and tears, more money and more time that I ever thought of in my wild-
est dreams. But we have grown into a jewel and are determined to con-
tinue on the path of constantly innovating ourselves and always staying 
ahead by introducing new concepts, new technologies and new strate-
gies to the benefit of ALL stakeholders.

To be able to put the first electric vehicles on the road in Hong Kong is a 
real milestone for our group.

We are dedicated to reduce the impact on the environment at all times. 
Albeit being in a “killing business”, we pledge for the most minimal im-
pact, always keeping the ultimate safety of our clients and their pets and 
environment in mind.

EPC GROUP CEO - Mr. Daniel Hayer
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 The EPC Group

The EPC Group is a small group of companies comprising of BioCycle® 
(HK) Ltd., a pest & termite control operator, Asia Network Ltd., a whole-
sale company distributing biocides to the Hong Kong market and Eco-
logical Products Corp. Ltd., a manufacturer and exporter of biocides.

The group was established in 1995 but BioCycle® saw its introduction 
earlier in 1991.

EPC is the sole licence for Biokill®  Biocides to Hong Kong, Macau, China, 
Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.

The combined share capital is as of HK$7M.

We are encouraged and do encourage!
The environment has taken a back seat in Hong Kong for a long time. 
We are however delighted to see that more and more stakeholders are 
taking action and becoming serious about moving forward.

This can be seen in the smaller items such as shark fin banning, big-
ger issues such as bringing the best technology in incinerators to Hong 

Kong to eliminate and reduce the rubbish and the many smaller group 
that help to clean up our beaches and waters.

It is not a single’s person responsibility but our collective responsibility 
to make Hong Kong a better place for us and our future generations.

Any action, even small ones do count and arguing for the environment 
is a good cause.


